here does good
health come from?
Why are we not ill
more often? What
is there to prevent
the viruses and bacteria that
threaten us throughout our lives
from acting with complete
immunity?
When germs invade our
bodies, we owe our continued
good health to a highly efficient
defence system which eliminates
90 per cent of the microbes
before they can establish a
bridgehead. We would be
wrong to suppose that this
immune system operates with
complete autonomy . In fact , it has
only a limited degree of independence, and we can either
strengthen or weaken it by the
way we live .
Our immune system is divided
into two sub-systems . The first,
which is called the non-specific,
serves as a defensive line and
resists the invaders by mechanical and chemical means . The
second , the specific system,
moves in to kill the viruses and
bacteria which nonetheless manage to penetrate our blood circulation system .
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Building
defence
by Rene Diekstra
from taking hold , while the
gastric juices in the stomach are
capable of killing bacteria and
rendering harmless the toxic
substances they produce.
·.The specific immune system is
a form of ·defence which reacts
according to the type of attacking
microbes . At the least warning,
our body begins to manufacture
enormous quantities of two
groups of cells: T and B cells , of
which there are thousands of
types adapted to each microbe .
The T and B cells identify the
enemy, destroy it or neutralise
its action . They also ensure the

Certain behaviours are not
good for our health, as we well
know. And certain events that
affect us leave traces behind in
our body systems; there is
always a link between psychological and physical health .
Often , simple behaviours can
serve to strengthen our immunal
competence. Sometimes a little
assistance is necessary. Let me
pass on some advice from eminent immunologists and psychoimmunologists .
Make sure your diet is rich in
iron. A lack of iron directly
affects the immune system: it
diminishes the number of T cells
and weakens their activity . The
production of antibodies through
B cells also drops. The explanation for this is that iron is
essential for binding oxygen to
the bloodcells and , of course ,
oxygen is essential for the function of every cell of every organ.
Use iron or steel pans for
cooking and preparing food . Eat
as much as possible of food that is
rich in iron , such as lean meat,
A very bad habit to start: apart from the other harm it
causes, cigarettes weaken the smoker's immune
system.
Photo WHOjP. Merchez

Signs of chronic stress
1. Physical signs:
stomach upset, heart-pounding,
profusely sweating, hands often
become moist, feelings of lightheadedness and fainting,
experience of cold chills, face
becomes "hot", fingers and
hands shake, cannot sit still or
stand still, develop twitches,
head aches, muscles often
become tense or stiff, stuttering
or stammering when speaking
and neck becomes stiff.
2. Mental signs:
worrying very frequently, feelings of insecurity, difficulty
sleeping at night, becoming
easily confused and forgetful,
becoming very uncomfortable
and ill-at-ease, becoming nervous, becoming over-excited.

The skin, a veritable protective
wall, is the main element of nonspecific defence, and behind it
are the various mucuses that
catch and kill any attacking
germs. The cilia flagella - tiny
whip-like hairs in the upper part
of the respiratory tract - transport the microbes that we have
inhaled back to the upper throat
and neutralise their action. Tears
and saliva prevent microbes
28

production of antibodies against
future infections.
This sensitive and delicate
machinery puts its formidable
efficiency at our disposal apparently without demanding anything in return. But it is in our
own interest to deal gently with it
and thus assist it in its task . We
can do this because our immunal
competence is intimately linked
to our lifestyle.

and fruit and vegetables rich in
vitamin C. Shellfish, leafy vegetables and eggs are also a source
of iron . Where not enough food
rich in iron is available, iron pills
or tablets should preferably be
used as a dietary supplement.

Do not smoke . Smoking
damages the cilia flagella cells in
the respiratory tract , opening
the way to infections . And the
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elimination of the toxic
substances that through smoking
get into the blood and the cells,
occupies part of the immune
system capacity to such an extent
Regular exercise strengthens the body and tones up
the heart.
Photo WHOjZafar

The practice of yoga has been proved to counteract the
hannful effects of stress.
Photo @A. Reininqer

during the night. Use any means
to humidify the air appropriately.
Be wary of the sun. Excessive
exposure to sunlight weakens the
activity of the T cells.
Exercise regularly - walking,
moderate jogging, sport strengthens the body, tones up

the cardiovascular system and
increases the number of T and B
cells.
Control your stress. Contrary
to what people today often seem
to believe, stress in itself is not
damaging to our health. A life
with certain stressful challenges,
that completely or partially can
be mastered, is a rewarding and
often healthy life. However,
chronic high levels of stress
cause hormonal changes which
in turn decrease the number and
activity ofT and B cells and therewith make you more vulnerable

to infection and disease. Two
categories of symptoms can be
distinguished (see boxes pages
28 and 31). First of all, physical
symptoms such as frequent
headaches , backache, muscular
pains, heart-pounding, repeated
colds and stomach upsets. Secondly, there are often very clear
emotional or mood symptoms
such as prolonged feelings of
insecurity, having difficulty
sleeping at night, becoming nervous and starting to worry very
frequently .
Research has shown that there
are some general methods of
controlling stress that would
benefit practically everyone.
One of the most important of
them is learning relaxation
through muscular relaxation
exercises or meditation exercises. Such methods affect the
immune system because they
influence the secretion of certain
hormones in the blood that, in
excessive quantities, suppress
effective immune functioning. For
most people relaxation is something that should be learned and
be habitual. It should be done for
10 to 15 minutes at least once and
preferably twice a day.
It is also beneficial to listen
regularly to soothing music but
without doing anything else,
even reading. In a recent study it
was shown that music releases
certain chemicals in the brain
which affect how well immune
cells respond to germs.

Children cook quickly

that it is not available to do its
proper job elsewhere in the
body, where infections, for
example, might be developing.
A void air which is too dry and
too hot. The former dries up the
mucuses of the upper respiratory
tract and increases the risk of
infection. It is best not to heat
your house above 18 to 19
degrees Centigrade in winter,
and to lower the temperature
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Every year, summertime brings millions of tourists and holidaymakers to the world's beaches, whether in the Northern or Southern
hemispheres. A small proportion apply skin-creams which cut the most
harmful ultra-violet rays of the sun. The great majority don't bother- or
they use inadequate quantities of creams that are less protective than
they should be.
The result - especially among fairskinned North Europeans - is a
steadily rising rate of skin cancers, some of which can prove fatal if not
checked in time. Australia has long recognised the problems; large
numbers of Australians are precisely of North European origin, and the
beaches are profoundly tempting. Now the health authorities, recognising that skin cancer is one of the most common of cancers, are
sounding the alarm through the use of such catchy slogans as "Kids
cook quick. "
In the United Kingdom, deaths from melanoma, the most dangerous
form of skin cancer, have doubled over the past ten years to more than
1,000 in 1987. In parts of the United States, the increase has been even
more drastic and has quadrupled over the same period.
Some dermatologists would claim that a suntan is itself a sign that the
skin has been damaged and is trying to protect itself further. Certainly,
it is safer to avoid sunbathing around midday, when the sun is at its
highest, and to use authentic barrier creams liberally at other times.
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